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Book Notes 675 
rate moral responsibility. Clarity suffers at times from the breathless pace. 
Yet as a terse but synoptic effort to ground business ethics in an enduring 
philosophical perspective, this book is a worthwhile addition to the literature. 
Its low cost and brevity will recommend it to instructors fed up with texts 
which sacrifice philosophical reflection for a parade of trendy cases. Even so, 
it is disconcerting to find so few specifics in the two chapters on "Applications." 
Since richly detailed examples of individuals facing moral problems in business 
are lacking, instructors will need supplemental case studies to illustrate how 
to build upon the foundations Wilbur has laid down. D. N. J. 
Brilliant, Eleanor L. The United Way: Dilemmas of Organized Charity. 
New York: Columbia University Press, 1990. Pp. 382. $17.50 (paper). 
Philosophers have given philanthropy scant attention (with one notable excep- 
tion: Ellen Frankel Paul et al., eds., Beneficence, Philanthropy and the Public Good 
[New York: Basil Blackwell, 1987]). Brilliant's intriguing historical study of 
umbrella charity organizations, rich in case studies, poses questions which 
invite philosophical attention, especially concerning issues of social justice. 
What are the responsibilities of individuals and corporations in helping others 
through private philanthropic giving? How should priorities be set in volun- 
tary giving for public purposes, both by individuals and by directors of charita- 
ble organizations? Is a reasonable consensus about worthy ends possible in 
democracies? How can fair access in giving at the workplace be assured for all 
worthy causes, especially controversial feminist, minority, and environmental 
causes? How can coercion be prevented when philanthropy becomes institu- 
tionalized at the workplace? What does it mean for philanthropic organizations 
to be accountable, both to their constituencies and to the wider public? The 
last question has special urgency as United Way continues to confront the 
worst scandal in its history, a crisis precipitated after Brilliant's book was 
published, when United Way's director, William Aramony, was forced in 1992 
to resign amidst public outrage over his $463,000 salary/benefit package and 
charges of his misuse of United Way money. M. W. M. 
Clark, Ralph W., and Lattal, Alice D. Workplace Ethics: Winning the Integrity 
Revolution. 
Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield, 1993. Pp. 176. $50.00 (cloth); $12.95 
(paper). 
Instead of the standard account approach- to business ethics (utilitarianism, 
deontology, etc.), this book offers ethical and prudential guidelines based upon 
an interdisciplinary approach of moral pluralism ("prima facie" duties), man- 
agement, and psychology to improve the ethical climate in the workplace. The 
underlying approach is captured in the German saying: "Two things make 
life worth living- to love and to work" (p. 61). The dual thesis is that individual 
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